Edgesafe-GRP Installation

Edgesafe-Mesh Installation

With the shoring system in place, the installation To ease installation, the box sections can be
of the Edgesafe-Mesh panels commences by first connected to the GRP adaptor by fully inserting,
installing the vertical box sections.
it will be a push-tight fit.
Ensure the box section fully bottoms out inside
the adaptor.

These can then be installed onto GRiPSHORE®
from a safe distance.
Once both vertical box sections are secured in
place the Edgesafe-Mesh panel can be installed.

Installation can be achieved safely back from the
trench edge by simply holding the panel parallel
to the ground and hooking the top of the mesh
over box sections.

Begin to lower the panel whilst stepping towards
the trench until the mesh bears up against the
vertical box sections and sits securely on the
ground.

T
The mesh panels are designed to sit on the
ground – if the ground is slightly falling away at
the edges then this can be simply levelled so the
edge protection panels are at the correct heights.

Cable ties can be used for tightly securing the
Edgesafe-Mesh panels to the vertical box
sections to minimise deflection and movement.

Edgesafe-Mesh panels can be simply overlapped With the exception of GRP Sheets and Walers
to create a constant run of edge protection, as
which are restricted to 1m centres and must be
long as the vertical box sections’ centres do not
fitted centrally to sheets.
exceed 1.5m

Technical Data
Description

GRP connecting adaptor

Edgesafe-Mesh

Edgesafe-GRP

Vertical box section

Size (mm)

When installing Edgesafe-Mesh & Edgesafe-GRP,
operatives must ensure they do not put
themselves in a position of danger, or lean over
the excavation. No gaps should be left between
the edge protection greater than 120mm.

REMOVAL
Weight Product I.D

Edgesafe-GRP

1280h x 1370w x 95d

10kg

4.342

Edgesafe-Mesh

1060h x 1665w x 174d

10kg

4.341

GRP Connecting Adaptor

205h x 133w x 127d

2kg

4.343

GRP Vertical Box Section

1250h x 51w x 51d

3kg

4.344

See MGF
channel for installation guidance:
https://www.youtube.com/user/MGFLtd

For both panel types removal is a reverse of
installation and is achieved by simply raising the
Edge protection vertically upwards and removing
the connecting adaptors and vertical box
sections.
The edge protection panels should then be
carried to a suitable laying down area.
Take care handling, storing and stacking panels
to avoid unnecessary damage.

1. MGF Edgesafe-Mesh & Edgesafe-GRP are
lightweight temporary edge protection systems
designed to be safely installed/removed by a
single operative and satisfy the requirements
of BS EN 13374: 2013 Class A.
2. Suitable for sites where the ground slopes up
to a maximum of 10°, greater slopes increase
the risk of higher impact loads which would
overload the system.
3. They are not suitable for use as a pedestrian
barrier & are only designed to collectively stop
a person who is walking or falling towards the
protection.
4. Ensure that installation is carried out from
a position of safety avoiding the need to reach
out or lean over a vertical drop. At no point
should any operatives be working adjacent to
an unsupported edge nor should the panels be
installed or removed whilst operatives are
immediately below.
5. Avoid gaps between the panels that are greater
than 120mm and don’t lean on the handrail.
6. Ensure that all components are fully engaged
when fitting to shoring systems.
7. Always ensure that panels sit square & plumb
with the upper rail at a minimum 1.0m above
ground level & the kickplate is close as
practicable to the floor.
8. As there are no mechanical fixings for
connection, care must be taken to avoid a
large upward force which could dislodge the
handrail system, if required handrails can be
tethered to shoring systems with straps.
9. Always replace damaged panels and adaptors.
10.Handrail systems must only be fitted to MGF
excavation support systems using the adaptors
specified. The customer should carry out
necessary RAMS & must ensure that these
components are installed sufficiently robust &
stable to act as an effective edge protection.
12.Take care when handling & storing on site
to avoid damage. Always stack on timbers
& lift either by hand or carefully using
mechanical means.
13.Do not use panels to support ladders, services,
equipment or materials.
14.When using GRiPSHORE systems with
handrailing, centres of hydraulic Jacks stated in
designs may need to be reduced to
accomodate handrail centres.

